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WHAT IS
PHOTOSYNTHESIS?
THE FATE OF GYPSY

According to Wikipedia, photosynthesis is a
process used by plants and other
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sugars, which are synthesized from carbon
dioxide and water – hence the name
photosynthesis, from the Greek φῶς, phōs,
A Bulgarian artist Stoian A. Valkov
"light", and σύνθεσις, synthesis, "putting
has been developing his style and this
together".
colletcion since the 90', after receiving
Master of Arts diploma from Institute of
Fine Arts at the University of Marie-Curie
Sklodowska in Lublin, Poland.
Valkov is also a top-notch professional
welder and artistic finisher with unique
experience in larger-scale sculptures.
Among them were giant sculptures of
''Maman'' spider and "Eyes'' by legendary
French artist Louise Bourgeois, made in
the last period of her life. During the work
at New York's Modern Art Foundry, Valkov
played an important role in terms of
special welding techniques and
construction method implementation of
these artworks. He lives and creates in
Passaic, New Jersey.
STOIANVALKOV.COM

"FATE OF GYPSY" MANIFESTO

TALENT AT THE JUNKYARD
The ''Fate of Gypsy'' collection refers to his family roots and the Roma people, for
whom life is a constant journey, without a country or any place of their own.
As a teenager, Stoian Valkov left his rural
family Bulgarian village, Antimovo and started
a life-journey which lasts till the day. Although
it was not his desire, he followed his ''gypsy''
path. There is a great Roman sentence: "Never
give up the great way for a tiny one." Valkov's
remained devoted to the path that chose him,
and his "Fate of Gypsy" is a reflection not only
of a real journey but also a mental one - by
searching for artistic expression and
individual style.

In Valkov's works , we're able to feel an
evanescence of time and wistfulness to his
family who he has not seen for decades.
His works express a deep nostalgia for life
changeability and lost time. For many years has
worked on his style and technique by welding
thousand of metal pieces together, or painting
with the weld-electrode as an artist’s brush. All
this resulted in creating psychological and
emotional portraits of the Roma people and
somewhat reflections of himself.

As viewers, we look at the noble face of an
ordinary man experienced by life, which led to
gaining deforming wounds. It all hurt him but
did not break him. It also glorifies the presence
of pure man, his common dilemmas and,
dramas that Valkov believes in - the authenticity
of life and value of the art itself.
Extraordinary sensitivity and good faith in
people are features that did not make his life
easy in the United States. Valkov has worked as
a welder for years, and devoted his free time to
the passion of uncompromised art and to fulfil a
dream for being an appreciated artist in his
lifetime. He has created over 160 artworks till
the date. This collection is also an artist's desire
for paying attention at nowadays aspects of
cultural diversity, tolerance for Roma minorities
and their place in today's world as a people
without a nation, a nomadic existence from a
segment of society that travels in the shadows
of urban Europe.
These works affected everybody by the excellent
sense of sculptural forms and by the force of
their vivid and troubled expressions. The works
can be appreciated for their rich colours and
texture. It was emphasised that Valkov found
the original (unique for him) style right from the
beginning of his carrier, something that other
artists are looking for a lifetime and often
without success. For the audience "the Valkov's
Style" was the form, and rarely undertaken by
other artists, the theme of the Gypsies.

"Rifts, cracks, scars,
and holes constitute
the map of the face
with phenomenal
expression. These
physiognomies are
alive. A touch of
primeval wilderness,
unhewn crudeness
adds exotic beauty to
them. That is how
Valkov sees and
portraits them”

From a Review of the work of Stoian Valkov by
Malgorzata Gnot, „Talent on the Scrap Yard”
Kurier Lubelski, May 31st 1996

''Pride'' 3m x 3m x158cm
weathering steel astm-a588

PRIDE
''The process involves mixing
thousands of metal pieces which
have different size and form
which are positioned into one
piece- sculpture. The next step is
to weld them precisely together,
and further create a whole
sculpture according to the
needed size, image, form, and
colors'. Stoian Valkov
120/120/60 inches
600 pounds
weathering steel

NOSTALGIA
''ILIYA is my older brother
I haven't seen in 25 years.
I dedicate this sculpture to
him. I had only one his
actual photo which was an
inspiration for the artistic
interpretation '' Stoian
Valkov

12-examples from three feet in
height to over nine feet, stainless,
steel, bronze and weathering steel
have been formed, fitted, welded
and finished demonstrating the
artist's old - world craftsmanship
and his ability to transform cold,
hard, metallic surfaces into
compositions that cast life and
emotion while telling the tale of the
gypsy.

120/120/72 inches
3060 pounds
weathering steel ASTM-a588

MAN WITH PIPE
12-examples from three feet in
height to over nine feet, stainless,
steel, bronze and weathering steel
have been formed, fitted, welded
and finished demonstrating the
artist's old - world craftsmanship
and his ability to transform cold,
hard, metallic surfaces into
compositions that cast life and
emotion while telling the tale of the
gypsy.

42/42 inches
stainless steel

FORTUNATELLER
12-examples from three feet in height to
over nine feet, stainless, steel, bronze and
weathering steel have been formed, fitted,
welded and finished demonstrating the
artist's old - world craftsmanship and his
ability to transform cold, hard, metallic
surfaces into compositions that cast life
and emotion while telling the tale of the
gypsy.
36inch-92cm 60inch-152cm 60incha152cm

BEAUTY
''At the beginning the process
involves looking for an idea,
motif of sculpture, finding it,
first sketches, making 3D
sketches in clay, finding
composition and form. The
realizations of iron sculptures
is a very long one and take
thousands of hours. It
involves creativity,
engineering work, and quite
dangerous welding
techniques. All of this stuff
I'm doing by
myself...'' Stoian Valkov

60/32/67inches
weathering steel ASTM-a588

GYPSY BEAUTY

THE OLD MAN AND
HIS HORSE

60/30/118inches weathering steel astm-a588

GADULAR

53/18/18 inches
60 pounds
weathering steel astm-a588

DANCING
QUEEN

60/33/ 33inches
90pounds
weathering steel astm-a588

DANCER

65/65/25 inchas
85 pounds
weathering steel astm-a588

PROUD MAN

48/32/35inches 190pound stainles steel

GOLDEN BEAUTY
12-examples from three feet in
height to over nine feet,
stainless, steel, bronze and
weathering steel have been
formed, fitted, welded and
finished demonstrating the
artist's old - world
craftsmanship and his ability
to transform cold, hard,
metallic surfaces into
compositions that cast life and
emotion while telling the tale
of the gypsy.
36inch-92cm 60inch-152cm
60incha152cm

45/42/25 inches 175 pounds Bronze

DONKEYS /
MAGARETA
,12′ ‘metal studies that
explore the depths of
heavy plates by employing
processes that carve out
creativity and realism.
Welding, grinding, air – arc
gouging are the artist’s
brush. The canvas is one
inch thick carbon steel
plates with splashes of
bronze accents.

METAL RELIEF
37/45 inches
200pounds
weathering steel 2009

MOVEMENT
,12′ ‘metal studies that explore the depths of
heavy plates by employing processes that
carve out creativity and realism.
Welding, grinding, air – arc gouging are the
artist’s brush. The canvas is one inch thick
carbon steel plates with splashes of bronze
accents.

METAL RELIEF
45/37inches
200 pounds
weathering steel

TSIGANA
ORCHESTRA
,12′ ‘metal studies that
explore the depths of heavy
plates by employing
processes that carve out
creativity and realism.
Welding, grinding, air – arc
gouging are the artist’s
brush. The canvas is one
inch thick carbon steel
plates with splashes of
bronze accents.

METAL RELIEF
37/45inches
200pounds
weathering steel

VURDON /
GYPSY WAGON

,12′ ‘metal studies that explore the depths
of heavy plates by employing processes
that carve out creativity and realism.
Welding,
grinding, air – arc gouging are
==
the artist’s brush. The canvas is one inch
thick carbon steel plates with splashes of
bronze accents.

METAL RELIEF
20/48 inches
stanles steel

BULIBASHA /
A LOCAL LEADER
,12′ ‘metal studies that explore the depths
of heavy plates by employing processes
that carve out creativity and realism.
Welding, grinding, air – arc gouging are the
artist’s brush. The canvas is one inch thick
carbon steel plates with splashes of
bronze accents.

METAL RELIEF
45/ 37inches 200pounds
weathering steel

KON? / WHO?
,12′ ‘metal studies that
explore the depths of
heavy plates by employing
processes that carve out
creativity and realism.
Welding, grinding, air – arc
gouging are the artist’s
brush. The canvas is one
inch thick carbon steel
plates with splashes of
bronze accents.

METAL RELIEF
45/37inches
200pounds
weathering steel

TRUSHAL ODJI /
HUNGRY SOUL
,12′ ‘metal studies that explore the depths of
heavy plates by employing processes that
carve out creativity and realism.
Welding, grinding, air – arc gouging are the
artist’s brush. The canvas is one inch thick
carbon steel plates with splashes of bronze
accents.

METAL RELIEF
45/37inches
200 pounds
weathering steel

PURI DAJ /
GRANDMOTHER
,,11'' gypsy life studies. Each piece abounds
with conspicuous character and emotion.
Weathered and tattered yet driven to
survive, the sadness, pride, slyness and
jubilance of his subjects are evident.
Stoian's application of heavy layers of oil or
acrylic and choice of subtle color express
his passion for artistic expression. The
compositions are spellbinding.

50/60 inches
oil painting on canvas 2009

SCHAV / GYPSY
BOY
,,11'' gypsy life studies. Each piece abounds
with conspicuous character and emotion.
Weathered and tattered yet driven to
survive, the sadness, pride, slyness and
jubilance of his subjects are evident.
Stoian's application of heavy layers of oil or
acrylic and choice of subtle color express
his passion for artistic expression. The
compositions are spellbinding.

103/50 inches
oil painting on canvas 2009

RINKENI SCHEJ/
GYPSY GIRL
,,11'' gypsy life studies. Each piece
abounds with conspicuous character and
emotion. Weathered and tattered yet
driven to survive, the sadness, pride,
slyness and jubilance of his subjects are
evident. Stoian's application of heavy
layers of oil or acrylic and choice of subtle
color express his passion for artistic
expression. The compositions are
spellbinding.

50/60 inches
oil painting on canvas 2009

A WOMEM WHO TELLS
THE TRUTH / DRABARNI
,,11'' gypsy life studies. Each piece
abounds with conspicuous character and
emotion. Weathered and tattered yet
driven to survive, the sadness, pride,
slyness and jubilance of his subjects are
evident. Stoian's application of heavy
layers of oil or acrylic and choice of subtle
color express his passion for artistic
expression. The compositions are
spellbinding.

Oil painting on canvas, 2009
50/103 inch
103/50 inches
oil painting on canvas 2009

DRAWINGS AND
SKETCHES
,33'' venturesome pieces that were
derived the planning of the ,,fate of
the gypsy'' collection, call it the
creative process, thinking on
paper, work in progress, each
drawing and sketch is a stepping
stone in the development of
Valkov's paintings and sculptures.
A prelude to conception becomes
a piece of fine art in its own right.

Untitled,
44/36 inches

,33'' venturesome pieces that were
derived the planning of the ,,fate of the
gypsy'' collection, call it the creative
process, thinking on paper, work in
progress, each drawing and sketch is a
stepping stone in the development of
Valkov's paintings and sculptures. A
prelude to conception becomes a piece
of fine art in its own right.

Untitled,
44/36 inches

,33'' venturesome pieces that were
derived the planning of the ,,fate of the
gypsy'' collection, call it the creative
process, thinking on paper, work in
progress, each drawing and sketch is a
stepping stone in the development of
Valkov's paintings and sculptures. A
prelude to conception becomes a piece
of fine art in its own right.

Untitled,
44/36 inches
www.stoianvalkov.com
mail: stoian@valkov.art

